From Water to Ones and Zeros: Objective Measures Correlated with Energy Medicine Sessions
Energy Medicine Pilot Study
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Energy Medicine Pilot Study

- 30-minute energy medicine session
- 196 participants seeking relief from hand & wrist pain

Measurements (PRE) → Measurements (POST) → Measurements (Follow-up)

- Prospective, within-subject design
- No control condition (all subjects received authentic treatment)
Pain Outcomes Improved

- Worst pain last week
- Least pain last week
- Current pain
- Normal Work Interference
- Relationship Interference
- Enjoyment Interference
1. Energy Medicine Treatments for Hand and Wrist Pain: A Pilot Study

2. Possible negentropic effects observed during energy medicine sessions

3. Effects of the local and solar/geomagnetic environment on the efficacy of energy medicine treatments: An exploratory study


5. Spectroscopic analysis of water treated by and in proximity to energy medicine practitioners: An exploratory study
Practice